
2020: Year in review



We continued to look at

how to achieve an

effective social security

system. We’ve held

citizens' juries and have

more planned.

Social security should

prevent and reduce

poverty, provide income

security and promote

social solidarity.

JANUARY



JANUARY

We expanded our Cost of the School

Day project to England, Wales and

new parts of Scotland with our

partners Children North East, thanks

to funding from the National Lottery

Community Fund. We're tackling 

 cost barriers so all children can

make the most of school. 



Our Cost of the School Day project in Scotland

produced great video resources for schools.



FEBRUARY

We won our High Court

case on bereavement

support payment. This

should see children

receive support if their

parents are unmarried

when one of them

dies.



Our new research found that families already living under

the poverty line have been pushed deeper into poverty.

On average they're £73 a week below the poverty line

after housing costs (up from £56 in 2012).

FEBRUARY

DRAGGED DEEPER



We launched AskCPAG, which helps advisers

navigate the complexity of the social security system.

FEBRUARY



restore support for children in

universal credit and child benefit

end the two-child limit

remove the benefit cap

#Budget2020

We called for the government to:

to lift 700,000 children out of 

poverty by 2023.

MARCH
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MARCH

£10 increase in child benefit

removal of the benefit cap and the two-child limit

more money to local authorities so that local

welfare assistance schemes are able to provide

cash support.

#COVID19

Lockdown meant additional costs for families - for

food, heating, cooking, internet and electricity. 

We called for emergency support for children:
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MARCH

As the pandemic hit, child poverty was high and rising.

of poor children live in working

families, up from 70% just last year.72%

children live in poverty,

up from 3.6 million in 2010.4.2 million 



MARCH

We kept advisers updated on

the COVID-19 changes to social

security through AskCPAG.

Thanks to our partnership with the Money and Pensions

Service, we made our Debt handbook available to

everyone digitally.

Thanks to Scottish Government funding, we increased

our advice service in Scotland.



We started publishing

regular briefings on the

gaps in support that

exist for children and

families affected by the

COVID-19 pandemic,

drawing on evidence

from our Early Warning

System.

MIND THE GAPS

Our Early Warning

System collects case

studies from frontline

workers on the

problems they are

seeing with the social

security system.

 

APRIL



The top issues from the first six

months of the pandemic were:

1. People being locked out of

the social security system 

2. Common problems

encountered by universal

credit claimants 

3. The benefit cap 

4. Issues affecting ill and

disabled claimants

MIND THE GAPS



APRIL

With nearly 50 other organisations, we called on the

Government to end the benefit cap and lift the two-

child limit.



Covid Realities was launched to document life in the

pandemic for low-income families. The project is a

collaboration between the Universities of York and

Birmingham, and CPAG.

APRIL



MAY

We published a new report on

the impact of the two-child limit

with the Church of England. 

NO ONE KNOWS WHAT THE FUTURE CAN HOLD

"Everything was okay up until COVID-19.

We had our own business and were paying

to look after our own family with no

benefits. Now our income is zero, so it is

hard to manage."



Our clients only claimed universal credit because DWP

error ended their legacy benefits. They didn't have any

change in circumstances, so wouldn't otherwise have

moved over. They're now missing out on transitional 

protection because of a DWP mistake. 

This case corrects this injustice for them 

and many others in a similar situation.

MAY

LEGAL VICTORY - 

FAMILIES WORSE OFF ON UNIVERSAL CREDIT



JUNE

We gave evidence to the Work and Pensions

Committee on the five-week wait in universal credit.



Our new report argued for

local welfare assistance

schemes that provide

families with direct cash

payments, with relaxed

qualifying criteria and a

simple application process.

JUNE

CASH IN A CRISIS



We launched a new project,

with support from the Standard

Life Foundation, on ending the

need for food banks.

The pandemic has led to a

growth in food aid, but we think

it shouldn’t be needed. Instead,

our social security system

should be more effective.

ENDING THE NEED FOR FOOD BANKS 

JUNE



JUNE

Public concern about child poverty rose thanks to

Marcus Rashford's campaign.

"For many families, free school

meal replacements will make

the difference between staying

above water and not in the

months ahead. This change is

testament to the strong feeling

that strong anti-poverty policies

are needed" 

CPAG CEO Alison Garnham



40% of low-income families

who responded to our Cost of

the School Day survey were

missing at least one essential

resource for learning.

THE COST OF LEARNING IN LOCKDOWN

JUNE



No-one should be left in a precarious

financial situation simply because the DWP

failed to design the universal credit system

to take account of the fact that many

employers don't pay on a non-banking day.

JUNE

LEGAL VICTORY - 

UNIVERSAL CREDIT ASSESSMENT PERIODS



JULY

We launched our campaign calling on the

government to keep London transport free

for under-18s.

#DontZapTheZip



In November we won our campaign! The

young people we campaigned with made a

powerful case for why holding on to free

travel is so important.

#DontZapTheZip



We and more than 30 other organisations wrote to 

the Times about the two-child limit.

JULY

"Last week the chancellor

said that no one would be

left without hope. But

poverty diminishes hope."

CPAG's legal challenge to

the policy continues.



The benefit cap was wrongly applied. Our

client is paid four-weekly and universal

credit is worked out monthly. She lost up to

£5,000 a year as a result. 

JULY

ANOTHER LEGAL VICTORY 

Imagine two people with the same job, same wages

and same hours, but one gets paid monthly, the other

four-weekly. Universal credit treats them as having

different earnings. Our client was hit by the benefit cap

most months. Paid monthly, she would not have been

capped.



We published research with the Association of Directors

of Children's Services and the Child Welfare Inequalities

Project on the experiences of social workers.

               “In my 30 years of social work I have never          

               seen families in such dire financial hardship as  

               widespread as it is today.”

AUGUST

THE SAFETY NET IS GONE



families affected by the benefit

cap in May, up from 79,000 in

February.

154,000

We learned that the number of families affected by the

benefit cap has nearly doubled due to COVID-19.

One mother left her abusive husband. She has been

furloughed from her job and her earnings are now

below the threshold to exempt her from the benefit cap.

She is now in severe financial distress due to the cap.

AUGUST



We produced

videos to help

frontline workers

challenge

unlawful benefit

decisions, thanks

to funding from

The Legal

Education

Foundation.

AUGUST



We found that eight in 10 poorer families feel worse off

since lockdown in research with the Church of England.

               “I lost my job beginning of   

               March and been unable to find 

               a new job as my son’s nursery 

               closed... I am in more debt and 

               struggling to pay bills and feed 

               my son and myself.”

POVERTY IN THE PANDEMIC

AUGUST



Child benefit protects against

poverty but its value has been

eroded. We found that hard-

pressed parents are increasingly

having to spend it on general

household essentials like utility

bills.

AUGUST



Following the exam results algorithm fiasco, we

presented to a meeting of the All-Party Parliamentary

Group on Universal Credit on the implications of 

digital decision-making. 

Over the coming years, we will be investigating how

the universal credit computer system works, and

crucially whether it upholds rule of law principles.

COMPUTER SAYS NO!

SEPTEMBER



As part of a project with the Universities of Oxford and

York, and the LSE, we co-hosted a seminar on the two-

child limit, and then in December on the impact of the

benefit cap.

WELFARE REFORM AND LARGER FAMILIES

SEPTEMBER



Our briefing

set out the case

for universal free

school meals:

from tackling

inequalities

to boosting

learning and

attainment and

reducing stigma.

THE CASE FOR UNIVERSAL FREE SCHOOL MEALS

SEPTEMBER





Our advice services

continued to respond to

hundreds of queries

from frontline workers -

helping many families

struggling financially.

Our online training

ensured frontline

workers were equipped

and up-to-date. 

OCTOBER



We officially launched a new project, working with

Barclays Lifeskills, called Your Work Your Way. This

will support low-income parents into work and find

more ways to tackle child poverty.

OCTOBER



We are part of End Child Poverty, which published

local child poverty statistics.

OCTOBER



OCTOBER



We and the

Greater London

Authority

produced a

practical toolkit

to help London

schools tackle

poverty in the

classroom.

TACKLING CHILD POVERTY IN SCHOOLS

OCTOBER



#KeepTheLifeline
We supported the campaign to keep the £20 increase

in universal credit and working tax credit, and to

extend it to other legacy benefits.

Our Cost of a Child report highlighted the value of it to

families. 

OCTOBER



MORE SUPPORT FOR FAMILIES IN SCOTLAND

We welcomed the Scottish Government's

announcement of an additional £100 winter

payment for families entitled to free school meals.

NOVEMBER



Kids sacrificed a lot in 2020.

We are calling for a £10

increase to child benefit,

which has lost nearly quarter

of its value since 2010. Our

advent calendar highlighted

the ways it helps parents

meet children's needs.

CAMPAIGN FOR HIGHER CHILD BENEFIT

DECEMBER



We successfully campaigned for parents and

carers of children who are isolating to be able to

apply for COVID-19 isolation payments in Wales.

MORE SUPPORT FOR PARENTS IN WALES

DECEMBER



We hosted an event on

what’s needed to end child

poverty for good, with a

keynote speech from

Gordon Brown. 

This built on our book of the

same name, which sets out 

 what has worked and

where we go next.

2020 VISION EVENT

DECEMBER



47% of Black children are living in poverty, compared to

26% of White British children. 

AMPLIFYING VOICES OF LOW-INCOME BLACK

AND MINORITY ETHNIC FAMILIES

“It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that ethnic minority

child poverty is simply viewed as a non-issue… there is

almost no public discussion or awareness of the extent

of this poverty, and no policies formulated to address

these stark numbers.” Omar Khan in 2020 Vision

 

We set up a new project to understand the challenges

facing low-income BME families.



We published more research with the Church of England

on the impact of the pandemic on low-income families. 

  "We won’t be able to do gifts this year as [we] 

  had no money to put away towards Christmas      

  so it’s going to be a sad year that my children

             won’t have a gift to open from us.”

POVERTY IN THE PANDEMIC

DECEMBER



More good legal news: the Court of

Appeal ruled that EU nationals legally

resident in the UK were unlawfully

excluded from claiming universal credit.

LEGAL VICTORY FOR EU NATIONALS

DECEMBER



We published new analysis showing that

35,000 households will be hit by the benefit

cap in the New Year, as their grace period

expired in December. 27,000 (77%) of these

are households with children.

Households with children are set to lose on

average £62 per week.

CAPPED IN THE NEW YEAR

DECEMBER



Our work was highlighted in the Guardian and

Observer Charity Appeal, which has raised vital

funds for us, YoungMinds and UK Youth.

GUARDIAN APPEAL

DECEMBER



For every £1 of our expenditure in 2019/20, 92.9p was spent on

our charitable activities.

 

WORKING TOGETHER TO END CHILD POVERTY

Barclays, Barrow Cadbury Trust, Baring Foundation, Basil Samuel Charitable Trust, Betty
Messenger Charitable Trust, Bryan Cave Leighton Paisner LLP, Calton Athletic, City Bridge
Trust, Comic Relief, Community Justice Fund and Access to Justice Foundation, Eleanor
Rathbone Charitable Trust, Esmée Fairbairn Foundation, GCPH Scotland, Grace Trust,
Hawerby Trust, Henhurst Charitable Trust, Hugh Fraser Trust, Human Made Machine Ltd,
John Ellerman Foundation, London Community Response Fund, Mason Advisory, Mid-
Coop Counties, Mitchell Charitable Trust, MJP Conveyancing, National Lottery
Community Fund, Northwick Trust, Open Society Foundation, Oxfam, Pat Newman
Memorial Trust, Pears Foundation, Scottish Government, Strategic Legal Fund, Social
Policy Association, Souter Charitable Trust, Standard Life Foundation, The Legal Education
Foundation, Therium Access Fund, Trust for London, TUUT, University of York and Nuffield
Foundation, 29th May 1961 Charitable Trust, William Allen Young Charitable Trust, Wellies
Charity Auction, Woolly Originals & Sarah Clarkson, and many more.

A huge thanks to all the organisations that gave us emergency funding
alongside our existing donors, and the many people who raised funds in
2020 so CPAG can achieve all that we have. This includes:



DECEMBERSENDING YOU OUR BEST WISHES FOR THE NEW YEAR


